Best Practice - Personalised emails

Email Personalisation
Proven techniques for the shopper journey
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Best Practice - Personalised emails

Welcome emails: Making a first impression on behalf of your brand.
Abandoned cart emails: A way to convert lost business and turn a lost prospect into a brand enthusiast.
Post-purchase follow-up emails: Extending customer lifetime value, improving customer satisfaction and boosting e-commerce
sales.
Re-engagement emails: Reducing list churn rates and boosting incremental engagement.
Up-sell & cross-sell emails: Getting customers to buy a complementary or higher-end product.
Launch & promotional emails: Increasing awareness, generating revenue and improving customer retention and loyalty.
Milestones & special occasion emails: Trigger emails that can be highly personalised, drastically boosting response and
conversion rates.
Educational content emails: Improving brand reputation by building trust.
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Personalisation is becoming not just a competitive advantage, but something that your customers expect through every interaction with you. 31% of
customers say that they wish their shopping experience was more personalised than it currently is, and only 22% are satisfied with the level of
personalisation they currently get. Yet, 60% of marketers still admit that they struggle to personalise content in real-time.
When it comes to personalising your email marketing, there are relatively simple, yet sophisticated, ways to use personalisation.
Attraqt provides a personalised email solution that connects and extends the exceptional online shopping experience into a rich and highly compelling
omnichannel customer journey relationship.
HOW IT WORKS
Attraqt Email is highly flexible and enables you to segment your customer lists, apply custom rules, initiate delivery based on individual triggers, and to
serve dynamic content and images, based precisely on the profile, context and intent of the customer.

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGY

INDIVIDUALISED EMAIL

PERSONALISED LANDING PAGES

With Attraqt email you are able to apply a
variety of different tactics based on your
engagement strategy. Please see use cases
below.

Each email that is sent to a customer is
uniquely personalised. The email displays
dynamic content and products that
are automatically updated according to
the rules and triggers that are applied.
Each email will reflect your merchandising
strategy, your approach to customer
personalisation and the position of the
customer in the buyer’s journey.

A personalised landing page created for
each personalised email. The email
contains a link that takes the customer to a
personalised landing page that displays the
exact same selection of products as in the
email they received.
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WELCOME EMAIL
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BEST PRACTICE TIPS
•

Decide on a campaign structure – single email vs welcome campaign: The key to an
effective single welcome email is a good structure. Adding in different steps is a good
solution when you have more than one thing to say. In order to control the delivery of key
messages, opt in for a campaign option instead. It ahs been proven that series of three
welcome emails can generate 90% more orders than a single welcome email.

•

Use only one clear Call-To-Action button in the email.

•

With higher than average engagement and conversion rates for the welcome email, it is a
good practice to include an offer (discount code, free delivery).

•

Showcase the products with eye-catching images – e.g. your most popular products, free
returns warranty etc.

•

Use clear copy that leaves nothing up to interpretation- a clear thank you message, brand
proposition/values and a unique offer are enough for the first engagement.

On average, 320% more
revenue is attributed to
the welcome emails on a
per email basis (over
other promotional
emails
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EMAIL EXAMPLES

A CAMPAIGN

A SINGLE EMAIL

•

The first email welcomes the
subscriber on board, shortly
introduces the benefits of joining
the community.

•

The second email tells the story
about the brand and how the
products are being produced. It
shows some details ‘behind the
scenes’.

•

The third email is for social proof
and the discount for the first
purchase.

• Vente-privee single welcome email message includes a welcome, special
offer and an introduction to the benefits of becoming a member of their
community. The email is clearly sectioned and easy to follow.
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
•

Divide the audience by demographic data such as
gender / geography / interests and create tailored
hero images to make the first impression most
relevant.

•

Include personalised product recommendations
that are tailored to the items the new subscriber
has been browsing.

•

Segment your campaign by drawing upon
dynamic content.

•

Consider segmenting based on the source of the
signup – e.g. in-store, online, after first purchase.

•

*A welcome email campaign can also extend
itself to custom audiences in social media. Sync
your new subscribers customer segment with
social media, and target them with ads with an
incentive (use where subscriber has not engaged
with welcome email).

PERSONALISED
WELCOME EMAIL
By personalising the
welcome emails based on
the gender and specific
interests of the subscriber
(whether road cycling,
mountain biking or
triathlon) Sigma Sports
was able to create a truly
tailored experience for the
recipient – aligning them
more with the brand and
increasing the likelihood of
them making a purchase.
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PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES

PERSONALISED
PRODUCT CAROUSEL
Lush takes the
opportunity to showcase
their products with highquality imagery and
product carousels.
*Personalised product
carousel based on
browsing history.
**Could have included
discount code for first
order.

BEST SELLERS
Take an opportunity to recommend customers what they might
want to buy. Fenty Beauty nudges its new prospects towards the
checkout by placing a few best-selling products in its welcome email.
These products come with social proof by being best-sellers, as well
as ratings from real customers.
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ABANDONED CART EMAIL
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BEST PRACTICE TIPS
75.6% of people put items
in their online shopping
cart only to leave it
without completing their
purchase
Abandoned cart emails
have an average open rate
of 45% – and an average
clickthrough rate of 21%.
Half of those people make
a purchase.

•

Timing: Send your abandoned cart emails within a few hours after a customer abandons
their cart.

•

According to Omnisend, a series of emails works 63% better than a single email for
abandoned cart emails. Consider a drip campaign (series of automated emails) for the
cart recovery emails. Use the following structure.

•

CTA: The abandoned cart email should encourage customers to complete their purchase.
For example, the CTA might be something like "Buy Now" or "Resume Your Order.”

•

Copywriting: The copy should be snappy, concise, and compelling.

•

Subject line: The subject line should be interesting enough to get people to open the
email.

•

Social proof: Use reviews and testimonials to strengthen the branding. Create
FOMO among customers who abandoned their cart.
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
For personalised, triggered cart abandonment emails consider
the customer and context. Questions to ask include:

PERSONALISED
ABANDONED CART
EMAIL
Hayneedle’s email
highlights an incentive
discount in the subject
line and first image.

•

Who is the customer? A lead? A first-time buyer?

•

What is the context of the customer’s journey and why did they
abandon their cart? Cost issues? Decision fatigue?

•

Personalise by providing product recommendations that
complement the saved cart items.

There’s a reminder of
what’s in the cart.

•

Always offer a clear CTA so the customer can’t resist but to click.

The CTA highlights the
benefit of completing the
order.

Strategies
•

Include the items from cart

•

If the item in the cart has been sold out, recommend items similar
to those in cart

•

Use this email also as an upsell or cross-sell opportunity e.g. you
might also like recommending similar items to the one bought.

Their images of related
products are relevant
and exactly what
someone considering
purchasing this item
might want to look at.
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PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES

PERSONALISED
PRODUCT CAROUSEL

RELEVANT ITEM
RECOMMENDATION

Target is offering a
discount on the items in
the customer's cart.

Ralph Lauren includes
relevant other items the
recommendations
section for the cart
abandonment email.

If that approach doesn't
work on their customer,
Target also includes
similar items to get their
customer browsing and
shopping again.
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POST PURCHASE FOLLOW-UP EMAILS
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
Personalisation strategies to consider in
follow-up emails. Consider including
following recommendation options:
•

Items complementary to purchase
(frequently bought together)

•

Other items viewed during journey

•

Other users also bought

•

What’s new?

•

What’s trending?

•

Bestsellers

•

Re- order of the same product

COMPLEMENTARY ITEMS
By using data on the shopper’s previous on-site
browsing behaviour and purchase history, intelligent
recommendations can be dynamically pulled into an
email.

The primary goal in the
confirmation email is
assurance. These emails
also have an open rate of
around 60%, which is
much better than
the standard 18% for
regular promotional
emails. This is a great
opportunity for
generating additional
sales, but be tactful
about promotions.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

ORDER CONFIRMATION
The first email should
always be the confirmation
of purchase, which is sent
instantly.
Include the following:
Confirm the order went
through, when it will ship
and how to track their
shipment, how they can
access their receipt, who to
contact if there’s a problem
and what they should
expect next.

PERSONALISATION
OPPORTUNITY
Promote your best sellers, and
recommended products or
include discount codes. Make
sure to include no more than 5
items, to not overload the
customer with too many
options.
**Do use social share option in
your order confirmation.
Allowing customers to share
their purchases on Facebook
and Twitter generates more
exposure.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES
SHIPMENT EMAIL
The second email is
usually a shipping
confirmation which is
intended to nurture
customers to the point
where they implicitly
trust you.
Include how the
customer can continue
to track the progress of
the order, ensuring they
don’t become worried
about the order being
lost.
Treat it also as an
opportunity to provide
advice before the
product arrives.

SHIPMENT CHECK-IN
EMAIL
Approximately one week
after their shipment should
have arrived, you want to
check in to make sure
everything arrived when it
should and how it should.
Ask questions like:
Did it arrive on time?
Did it arrive in good shape?
This is also a great
opportunity to encourage
social sharing.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES
REVIEW REQUEST
EMAIL

PERSONALISATION
OPPORTUNITY

A review request email asks
the customer to leave a
review of the product or to
rate the experience they
had with you.

Sephora’s My Beauty
Bag is a personalised
area that collects the
user’s favourite
products and
organizes recent
purchases as well as
product reviews.
It informs the receiver
of what My Beauty
Bag and has links to
go directly to each
product review.

The review email should:
Remind customers the
great product or experience
you provided, usually using
an image. Be honest and
upfront about how long the
survey will take.
Describe how the review or
results of the survey will
benefit the customer.
This email should be sent
few weeks after the
purchase.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES
PERSONALISATION
OPPORTUNITY
Assuming the
customer has had a
positive experience
with their first order,
this is the perfect
opportunity to get
repeat purchases and
increase customer
loyalty. Include a
discount code or free
shipping the
customer can apply
toward their next
purchase.

BEST PRACATICE TIPS
Base the email schedule on each
product’s shelf life.
The content of the email is all
important. Dynamic content can be
used to serve relevant header
images, live pricing can be shown
where items are on offer, and live
trends data such as stock levels can
be used to add urgency. To make
the purchase as easy as possible,
send customers to a pre-stocked
shopping cart.

Getting repeat
customers is hugely
important, with a 5%
increase in customer
retention leading to as
much as a 75% increase
in profitability.
Additionally, repeat
customers, on average,
spend 67% more than
new customers.
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RE-ENGAGEMENT EMAIL
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BEST PRACTICE TIPS
In order to effectively target and capture the subscribers, keep in mind the following
tips:

On average marketers
lose 25% of their email
list each year (simply to
attrition). List retention
should be an absolute
must for all email
marketers.

•

Segment your inactive subscribers. Break up your inactive subscribers into specific
segments so you can offer them the most relevant content possible.

•

Ask for specific feedback. If people aren’t engaging with your content, don’t be afraid to
ask them why. This will help you to adjust the content and cater more personalised content
to the customer. According to research from Adobe, 67% of customers expect personalised
content from brands and almost half get annoyed when brands don’t offer customized
content.

•

Voice and Tone. Be as personable as possible and convey a sense of empathy.

•

Make a compelling offer. Using data you’ve collected based on products they’ve viewed,
links they’ve clicked, location, and emails they’ve opened, create customised coupons to
encourage re-engagement.
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
40% of all e-commerce revenue comes from
repeat customers, who make up only 8% of all
visitors. Personalisation can help with customer
retention and successful re-engagement. Here
are some personalisation strategies to consider:
•

Recommend best sellers to gauge interest

•

•

Include relevant ‘new in’ items in the email.

•

•

Include the trending items

PERSONALISATION
OPPORTUNITY
Check that you’re sending
subscribers the most
relevant products.
Office are checking the
customer’s gender, but you
could ask them for
preferences in whatever
way makes most sense for
your brand.
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BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

ASK FEEDBACK

BEST PRACTICE

This email from
Not on the High
Street asks the
subscriber to
update their email
preferences to
receive the most
relevant content
possible (and also
provides a
discount).

Crocs are offering up
an incentive, but the
microcopy also
works to humanize
their brand, and
persuade subscribers
to keep in touch.
They also included a
little message at the
bottom regarding their
shoe donations
through Crocs Cares, to
demonstrate the all
important ‘care’ aspect.
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UP-SELL & CROSS-SELL EMAIL
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The probability of selling to
a new prospect is 5%-20%.
The probability of selling to
an existing customer is 6070%.
A little over 4% of all
customers who are faced
with an upsell buy it while
less than 0.5% of
customers take bait when
shown a cross-sell. But
when it comes to the
checkout page, cross-sell
kills it with 3%
conversions.

BEST PRACTICE TIPS
Upselling encourages a customer to buy a more expensive version of your product,
whilst cross-selling suggests related products to complement what the customer has
already added to the basket or previously purchased.
•

Give more prominent space for the upsell, display testimonials for the upsell

•

Make sure the upsells are not more than 25% costlier than the original product

•

Make add-on features like insurance pre-selected and ask customers to deselect if not
required

•

If you have customer personas in place, use those to make relevant suggestions

•

Make suggestions relevant by giving context: why should I buy that instead of this?
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
When developing cross- & up- sell
emails, there are number of
personalisation opportunities you can
capitalize on. Observe the shopper
behavior and pick from the following
strategies:
•

Promote your most reviewed or most
sold products

•

Feature complementary items

•

Show what other people
browsing/buying similar items also
bought

•

Include frequently bought together
items

•

View again (based on what the
customer has previously viewed)

UP-SELL EXAMPLE
Dollar Shave Club lures
people in with the name
and then shows them
two pricier options that
provide a lot more value
than the standard dollar
option, which incidentally
costs more.
The brand has also
used social proof via the
phrase ‘Member
favourite’ to make the
middle option seem
more appealing.
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PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES
CROSS-SELL
EXAMPLE
When a visitor
recently bought an
item, you can
follow-up the
purchase with an
email to show them
cross-sale items
they may want to
come back and
purchase.

CROSS-SELL EXAMPLE
After customer receives their order, Beardbrand emails
the customer recommended items email.
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LAUNCH & PROMOTIONAL EMAILS
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BEST PRACTICE TIPS - PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNTIES

86% of consumers would
like to receive
promotional emails from
companies they do
business with at least
monthly, and 15% would
like to get them daily.

To personalise your promotional emails, take
simple things into consideration, such as
language and location. Including following
recommendations in your promotional and/or
launch email can be hugely effective in
increasing shopper engagement.
• Display most popular/trending items
• Recommend categories the user frequently
shops in
• Show brands the user has shopped
• When recommending product, take the
average basket value into consideration
BEST PRACTICE EMAIL
Zalando’s example embraces simplicity, personalisation,
and visualisation.
This promotional email is based on a very simple
message “Spend to save”.
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BEST PRACTICE - PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES
RELEVANT PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS &
SOCIAL PROOFING
Space NK uses everything from a money-off incentive,
scarcity – ‘Limited time only’, social proof to
personalization.
Space NK uses social proof which gives you some ‘toprated’ shopping ideas and 5-star reviews from other
customers.
The primary CTA is clear and stands out from other
content.
Personalisation: They are using specific user account
information to personalise their emails with relevant
product recommendations and account usage
summary.
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PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES
PERSONALISATION
BY GENDER
Adidas
segments each retail
campaign by gender.
In this example,
Adidas used dynamic
content to send a
retail campaign to the
appropriate gender.

LOYALTY PROGRAM
Sephora has a customer loyalty program where customers can reach
VIB or VIB ROUGE status. When customers spend enough to reach
this level, they get sent special promotions and offers exclusively for
them. Customers who are not VIB or VIB ROUGE receive a different
email.
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MILESTONES & SPECIAL OCCASION EMAILS
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BEST PRACTICE
A big part of retaining existing customers is ensuring
your brand stays top of mind.
Reach out to your buyers regularly with relevant,
personalised content. One way to do that is to send
emails on special occasions like Valentine’s Day,
Father’s Day, Mother’s Day, Birthdays and more.
Make sure to include relevant recommendations
in these emails:
• Best Sellers
• New in
• Categories the user frequently shops
• Brands the user has previously shopped

PERSONALISED EMAIL
EXAMPLE
This ASOS email is sent to
customers who frequently
shop with ASOS:
•
The dynamic header
shows the number of
points the recipient
has.
•
The discount: ASOS
treats its loyal
shoppers to a slightly
bigger discount than
its newbies
•
Recommends a list of
brands the customer
has previously
purchased from.
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DISCOUNT &
RECOMMENDATIONS

26% of consumers wish
retailers would
distinguish between
presents they are buying
for someone else, versus
items they’ve purchased
for themselves in the
past.

The copy of this Adidas email goes out
of its way to make the recipient feel
really special on their birthday – this is
most noticeable in the “for you” after
the “15% off” discount above the CTA.
It also recommended best sellers.

ANALYSE SHOPPER BEHAVIOUR
Thorntons recommends products
based on previous behaviour .
When providing product
recommendations for gift-based
holidays, it’s important to base
suggestions on the shopper’s most
recent browse behaviour.
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EDUCATIONAL CONTENT EMAIL
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WHY DO YOU NEED EDUCATIONAL CONTENT?
Building Customer Trust: Customers are more likely to trust brands that make effort to
enhance their knowledge about the nature of its products. Educating customers strengthens
their trust in an organization, and it can act as an important service differentiator for brands.

Educational content
makes consumers 131%
more likely to buy

Reducing Complaints: Besides building customer trust, educating customers will lead to a
reduction in complaints as the customers become more adept at solving a good number of
problems related to the product(s) on their own. This eases pressure on support channels and
enables support staff to handle other issues.
Enhancing Customer Loyalty: When customers know and understand a product, it’s features,
capabilities & limitations, it gives them realistic expectations on what they can achieve with the
product. This deep understanding of a brand’s product or service is very important for building
trust.
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PERSONALISATION OPPORTUNITIES
Delivering consistent value through email plays a key role in the lead nurturing process. Being
able to identify which subjects your customers are most interested in hearing about and
delivering educational materials on those subjects can be a great way to position your
company as a source of information and establish thought leadership within your industry.
Understanding how to go about it in the right way is critical for making that connection.
Identify what and when your customers want to hear about.
To add effective recommendations into your educational emails, consider using the
following tactics:
•

Include relevant educational content on same products customer has bought previously

•

Alternatively, send content on most popular products from relevant category education is
given on

78% of consumers prefer
getting to know
company via articles
rather than ads and 70%
believe that
organisations providing
customer content are
interested in building
good relationships with
them.
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PERSONALISATION EXAMPLES
PRACTICAL TIPS
Rather than sending
emails that promote other
products, consider
sending emails that let
people know how to use
what they ordered. Links
to video guides can be
practical, and tips for
getting the most out of a
product can increase
customer retention.

INCLUDE A
PROMOTION
In this educational
email example,
Sephora sends its
users a video tutorial
that teaches them how
to achieve a specific
look with their
makeup. At the same
time, they are
promoting a new line
that is used throughout
the video tutorial. They
also link directly to a
page that includes all
of the products from
the tutorial.
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Email Personalisation
Proven techniques for the shopper journey

CONTACT US:
sayhello@attraqt.com
www.attraqt.com
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